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Abstract. How can we generate appropriate behavior for social artificial agents?
A common approach is to (1) establish with controlled experiments which action
is most appropriate in which setting, and (2) select actions based on this knowl-
edge and an estimate of the setting. This approach faces challenges, as it can be
very hard to acquire and reason with all the required knowledge. Estimating the
setting is challenging too, as many relevant aspects of the setting (e.g. person-
ality of the interactee) can be unobservable. We formally describe an alternative
approach that can handle these challenges; responsiveness. This is the idea that
a social agent can utilize the many feedback cues given in social interactions to
continuously adapt its behavior to something more appropriate. We theoretically
discuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of these two approaches, which
allows for more explicitly considering their application in social agents.
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1 Introduction

Robotic and other artificial agents are increasingly often being deployed in settings
where they have to interact with humans in a socially appropriate way. From telepres-
ence robots to educational agents; they all interact with humans to serve their purpose.

How to generate socially appropriate behavior for such agents? This question in-
volves all behaviors such agents can show, from how they position themselves to the
sounds they use. This paper theoretically discusses approaches to answering this ques-
tion, using social positioning (proxemics) for mobile agents as a running example.

Commonly, socially appropriate behavior for artificial agents is investigated with
psychological experiments measuring the effect of particular conditions in interactions
between social agents and participants. Ideally, this results in the generalized knowledge
that within a particular setting, a particular behavior is more appropriate.

Behaviors can be generated based on this generalized knowledge, by first estimating
the current setting and then using the generalized knowledge to select the appropriate
behavior for that setting. We will refer to this as the setting-specific approach. For
example, in social distancing for mobile agents, it is common to derive appropriate
distances from a combination of factors, ranging from size and human-likeness of the
agent [12] to experience with pets and robots of the interactee [9].

Such a setting-specific approach faces several practical challenges. Firstly, the gen-
eralized knowledge required to select the appropriate action can involve a complex
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interplay of many different variables, which makes it hard to acquire and reason with.
Secondly, many relevant aspects of the setting can be hard or impossible to observe,
making estimating the current setting into a very challenging task. To continue with our
social distancing example; hearing problems may well influence what is an appropriate
interaction distance, but may be impossible to detect beforehand.

Fortunately, interactions with humans provide extra information that could help
overcome these challenges: feedback. Feedback can be anything from asking some-
one not to speak too loud, or cupping a hand to your ear to indicate hearing problems,
to taking a step back if someone gets too close (e.g. [4]).

In this paper we discuss the idea that agents can generate social behavior by being
responsive to these feedback cues. Such agents could try a behavior to get started and
then continuously adapt it to something more appropriate based on the feedback cues
they recognize. Responsiveness would thus provide a pathway to finding the appropriate
behavior that does not rely on or assume knowing all relevant aspects of the setting.

We will theoretically discuss the setting-specific and the responsive approach to
generating social behavior, by formally defining both (Section 2), discussing the chal-
lenges faced by setting-specific approaches (Section 3), and how responsiveness can
(partly) resolve these (Section 4). Though responsiveness may seem straightforward, it
is not commonly used in social agents; for example, even though using responsiveness
may well be suitable for doing social distancing, we are not aware of any existing ar-
tificial agents doing so (Section 5). With our specification of responsiveness, we aim
to contribute to the development of social agents by allowing people to more explicitly
consider its application, limitations, and opportunities (Section 6).

2 Terminology

In this section, we formally define the setting-specific approach and the responsive ap-
proach. We start with the basic building blocks (2.1) with which we define agents and
interaction (2.2) and discuss what makes behavior “appropriate” (2.3). We then define
the two approaches (2.4). Symbolic representations (building on our earlier work [10])
will be introduced solely to make the relations between the terms more explicit.

2.1 Variables, time spans, and value assignments

We will treat agents as entities, roughly separable from the setting in which they exist,
that gather observations and produce actions based on those. The state of the setting
causes these observations and can in turn be influenced by these actions, allowing for
interactions (Fig. 1). Actions, observations and the state of the setting will all be for-
malized as value assignments over a particular time span to a set of variables.

Variables We will be talking about variables (denoted by v), which can be among oth-
ers input variables (vI), output variables (vO) or setting variables (vS). Each variable
v′ has a domain (Dv′ ), which is the set of values that variable v′ can take. A variable
set (V ) is a set of variables, each of which can have a different domain. A variable set
containing only input variables, output variables or setting variables is, respectively, an
input set (V I), output set (V O) or setting (V S).
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Fig. 1. Overview of the terminology involved in the relationship between an agent and the setting
in which it exists. The goal of the agent is a mapping from observations (wτα→n

A.V I ) to actions (wτn→p

A.V O )
such that the social appropriateness of those actions during the interaction (SAV Q ′(wτα→ω

A.V O )) is
optimal, sufficient, or improving.

Time spans In addition to these, we will use the variable time (denoted by t). Its domain
(Dt ) is a totally ordered set of values, representing a series of successive moments in
time. τα indicates the first moment of an interaction, τω the last. Moments in between
will be indicated with letters such that alphabetical ordering indicates succession, e.g.
τq comes before τr. A time span (τm→n) between two moments ({τm,τn} ∈ Dt , τm ≤
τn) is the complete subset of successive moments in time between them (τm→n = {x |
x ∈ Dt ,x ≥ τm ∧ x ≤ τn}). Implementations may rely, without loss of generality, on
discretised time or event-based observation.

Value assignments A single value assignment for a variable v′ and a moment in time
τo (denoted by wτo

v′ ) is defined as a function that returns the value of that variable at
that moment in time (wτo

v′ : v′ 7→ Dv′ ). We also define a value assignment for a set
of variables V ′ and a time span τm→n (denoted by wτm→n

V ′ ), to give the single value
assignments for all variables in that variable set and all moments in that time span. The
value assignment set for a variable set V ′ and a time span τm→n (denoted by W τm→n

V ′ ) is
the set of all possible value assignments for that V ′ and τm→n (W τm→n

V ′ = {wτm→n
V ′ | ·}).

2.2 Agents and interaction

An (artificial) agent (denoted by A) has sensors (an input set, A.V I), actuators (an
output set, A.V O) and “inner workings” to connect those. It produces actions (value as-
signments for its actuators, wτm→n

A.V O ) that are affected by its observations (value assign-
ments for its sensors, wτm→n

A.V I ). We use (partial specifications of) settings as theoretical
constructs to discuss the environment in which an agent exists. The actions of an agent
influence the setting to some extent. Likewise, to some extent, the observations of an
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agent reflect the setting, based on which the agent can estimate it (a value o being es-
timated is denoted by oE ). The more reliably a value can be estimated by an agent in
practice, the more estimable it will be said to be.

We will refer to the (human) other agents with which the agent is interacting in the
setting as interactees (denoted by V T ). These are part of the setting (V T ⊆V S).

2.3 Appropriate behavior

Central in deciding if the behavior of an agent in an interaction is socially appropriate,
are the attitudes of the interactee(s) (denoted by V Q), loosely defined as a subset of the
variables used to express interactees and their properties (V Q ⊆V T ⊆V S). Attitudes can
range from, for example, comfort to perception of the agent as intelligent or sensitive.

The actions of an agent to some extent influence the setting, which can include the
attitudes of the involved interactees. Depending on the goals of the agent, different atti-
tudes can be more or less desirable; for example, an agent may want to avoid selecting
actions that make the interactee more uncomfortable. We define the social appropri-
ateness function (denoted by SAV Q ′ ), for a set of attitudes V Q′ and a setting during an
interaction, that for all possible actions returns a numerical value, such that a higher
value indicates that that action would lead to a more ‘desirable’ value for those atti-
tudes (SAV Q ′ : W τm→n

A.V O 7→ R). As with the setting, we use this function as a theoretical
construct for discussion purposes; an agent can at best estimate it.

2.4 Approaches to finding socially appropriate behavior

How can an agent select actions such that their social appropriateness is optimal, suffi-
cient, or at least improving? We here define two approaches, both of which focus on the
strategy used to find socially appropriate behavior for an agent, not on the actual im-
plementation of these steps. Different ways of generating behavior, e.g. static, scripted,
dynamic, adaptive, might thus all be used to implement either of the two approaches.

wτα→n
V S wτα→n

A.V I wτn→p

A.V O wτn→ω

V S

wτα→n
V S

E

K(wτα→n
V S

E) = wτn→p

A.V O

Fig. 2. Steps taken in a setting-specific approach.

Setting-specific approach The setting-
specific approach depends on prior
knowledge about how the social appro-
priateness of different actions is depen-
dent on the values for particular variables
in the setting. We therefore define the
knowledge function (denoted by K) that,
for all value assignments to (a subset of)
the setting W τα→n

V S , it returns the most ap-
propriate action (K : W τα→n

V S 7→W τn→p

V O ).
We define relevant setting variables

(denoted by V R) as a subset of the vari-
ables in the setting (V R ⊆V S) such that their values contain all information required to
distinguish between setting value assignments where K should give different outcomes.
A knowledge function that uses at least the relevant setting variables should thus have
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Fig. 3. Steps taken in a responsive approach. Includes an overview of how feedback variables can
be assigned a value in response to an earlier action a of the agent.

enough information to select the most appropriate action. Such a knowledge function is
the ideal, as in practice approximations often have to be used instead (Section 3).

From the knowledge, the setting-specific approach works in two steps to produce
an action based on observations (Fig. 2). First, the available observations are used to
estimate value assignments to (a subset of) the setting. Second, these estimates are
used with the knowledge function to try and select the best action. If the knowledge is
approximated, or if the relevant setting variables are not fully estimable, this may result
in the best known action, rather than in the best action.

Responsive approach Central to the responsive approach is feedback; any action a of
the agent influence the attitudes of the interactee, which in turn can be reflected by
feedback variables (denoted by ϕ ′a). Feedback variables provide information about the
underlying appropriateness of a previous action, e.g. if it was optimal/sufficient (basic
feedback), how it compares to other earlier actions (comparable feedback), or even
which actions would be more/less suitable (directional feedback). The feedback set
(denoted by V ϕ ) is the set of all available feedback variables.

Feedback variables encode the information about the underlying appropriateness;
different feedback variables can code (partially) overlapping information and, impor-
tantly, the encoding may be flawed. The greater the certainty with which the underlying
appropriateness can be derived from a feedback variable, the more legible we will say
it to be. Feedback variables can be less legible because they reflect things besides the
underlying appropriateness, or because they differ between interactees.

The responsive approach works in two steps (Fig. 3). First, the feedback variables
are estimated from the available observations, and interpreted as relating to particular
previous actions of the agent. Second, this estimated feedback is used to adapt the sub-
sequent actions of the agent. For this, we define an improvement strategy (denoted by
M) as a function that, based on all available feedback on previous actions wτα→n

V ϕ returns
a suggested action wτn→p

A.V O , such that, possibly after several iterations, the actions will
be sufficient and/or improving (M : W τα→n

V ϕ 7→W τn→p

A.V O ). For example, an improvement
strategy using comparable feedback could be to try and select actions that are more
dissimilar to actions with lower social appropriateness.
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3 Implications and challenges for a setting-specific approach

Assuming that from the observations an agent can perfectly derive the relevant setting
variables, and assuming that the agent has full knowledge of the optimal action for
all settings, it is trivial to prove that a setting-specific approach will yield the optimal
action. However these assumptions will likely hold only in constrained settings, which
social interactions usually are not. This presents several challenges to the approach.

3.1 Estimating the required setting variables

A setting-specific approach depends on estimating the relevant setting variables, which
is a challenging task; not only because the set of relevant setting variables can still be
very large, despite being a subset of all setting variables, but also because many of these
setting variables will only partially be observable, if at all. They may be internal to the
interactee (e.g. personality traits), include cases that are hard to classify (e.g. gender
and cultural background), or algorithms that reliably detect them may not exist (yet).
In our running example; it would be challenging to evaluate someone’s hearing, but it
could well influence the appropriate interaction distance [11]. Though this may partly be
resolved by using a reasonable approximation in a limited setting, there is no guarantee
that the behaviors based on such approximations would be sufficiently appropriate.

These challenges can not be overcome within a purely setting-specific approach.
Not taking into account these practical limitations in detecting and estimating the rel-
evant setting variables severely challenges the implementation of autonomous agents
that actually use knowledge which depends on these setting variables.

3.2 The knowledge to select the best action

The knowledge required for a setting-specific approach is in practice usually approxi-
mated by a combination of findings from scientific studies. This allows for the design of
agents that can effectively select a reasonable action based on a well-chosen selection
of relevant setting variables. It also introduces several challenges.

Establishing which setting variables are relevant Establishing which setting variables
are relevant can be challenging, given the sheer amount of setting variables in real-
world settings and because it is hard to predict which variables will be relevant. Though
in controlled experiments one can try to focus on specific setting variables, every aspect
of the world could be a relevant setting variable. Thus, even listing all setting variables
would be challenging, let alone investigating their relevance with scientific rigor.

Combinatorial explosion As the number of setting variables that have to be considered
increases, so does the complexity of the knowledge function. If the different variables
are dependent on each other, all combinations of those factors have to be considered to
reliably derive the appropriate behavior, resulting in exponential growth1.

1 Even when limiting ourselves to ‘just’ the relevant setting variables (V R) this would already be
∏v′∈V R |Dv′ | combinations (since |Dv′ | ≥ 2 for all meaningful variables, this is at least 2|V

R|).
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An implementation of such a knowledge function would thus quickly become in-
tractable. This can partly be avoided by instead using approximations, though this
would necessarily introduce uncertainty about the appropriateness of the selected ac-
tion. The complexity could also be reduced by explicitly establishing which setting
variables are independent of each other – but that is a challenging task itself.

In addition, this combinatorial explosion also poses a significant challenge to ac-
quiring the required (prior) knowledge in a scientifically sound way; given the sheer
number of combinations, it would be infeasible to test all combinations against each
other in a controlled experiment. While approximations may be acceptable for imple-
mentations, they are less appropriate for scientific experiments.

Stereotyping by using generalized findings The knowledge function of an agent is com-
monly acquired through controlled experiments, which investigate how the effects of
particular setting variables on particular attitudes could be generalized to a population.

When individual differences play a role in establishing the appropriate behavior,
this can pose a challenge to a setting-specific approach. For example, an agent may
well need to adapt its behavior when interacting with people who had a negative prior
experience with similar agents.

To some extent, these individual differences can be handled by introducing them as
setting variables. However, this would pose its own challenges if it introduces (partly)
unobservable variables or results in a large increase in the number of variables.

4 Implications and challenges for a responsive approach

The responsive and setting-specific approach are both aimed at the same goal, though
they use different steps. In this section we will discuss how a responsive approach could
circumvent some of the challenges faced by a setting-specific approach, and vice versa.

4.1 Estimating the required setting variables

The setting-specific approach needs to estimate all relevant setting variables, whereas
the responsive approach depends on a legible set of feedback variables. The more leg-
ible the feedback variables are, the more information they provide about the social ap-
propriateness of previous actions (on a set of attitudes), and the less feedback variables
a responsive approach will need. If feedback variables are available that are legible
and estimable, a responsive approach can thus use these to avoid the aforementioned
combinatorial explosion faced by a setting-specific approach.

Such a combination of legible and estimable feedback variables may actually be
common, since there is an incentive for the interactee to provide them. For if the inter-
actee provides legible and estimable feedback variables, a responsive agent, artificial or
not, can use these to try and improve its behavior – which would benefit both the agent
and the interactee. Using a responsive approach could thus turn finding socially appro-
priate actions into a collaborative effort. Therefore, the interactee may actively provide
legible and estimable feedback variables, be it consciously and/or subconsciously.
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4.2 The improvement strategy to select better actions

Another important difference between the responsive and the setting-specific approach
is that the former uses an improvement strategy function instead of a (prior) knowledge
function. This gives the responsive approach a reduced dependency on knowledge for
all setting variables and allows for individualized instead of stereotyped adaptation.

Reduced dependency on all setting variables Since a responsive approach does not
use prior knowledge (but only feedback), it avoids many of the challenges faced by
a setting-specific approach, such as the combinatorial explosion and the challenges of
establishing the prior knowledge. Only if the feedback variables would not be legible
could similar challenges also arise for a responsive approach.

Individualized instead of stereotyped adaptation A responsive approach per definition
uses the feedback given by individual interactees, rather than working from knowledge
generalized to the population of interactants. Since feedback variables are individual, a
responsive approach can be used to adapt to the individual preferences of interactees.
Some feedback variables may even encode a combination of different attitudes priori-
tized based on the preferences of individual interactees.

This circumvents the stereotyping challenge faced by a setting-specific approach. It
also shows that a purely responsive approach could easily miss out on the advantages of
such stereotyping. Herein, the two approaches can complement each other. A setting-
specific approach could be used to select an initial ‘stereotyped’ action, that can then be
refined into more ‘personalized’ actions using a responsive approach.

Defining an improvement strategy The responsive approach depends on suitable im-
provement strategy functions. In contrast to the knowledge function of the setting-
specific approach, an improvement strategy can be defined to deliberately use various
aspects of the interaction. For example, an improvement strategy could be to directly
ask the interactees for the desired actions. Furthermore, interactees might even appreci-
ate the attempts of a responsive agent to try and improve the interaction, regardless of
the appropriateness of the selected actions. While introducing such interesting options,
this flexibility could also make it a challenge to create suitable improvement strategies.

4.3 Quality of the selected action

Where a setting-specific approach can ideally aim for selecting the most appropriate
action, a responsive approach instead aims for improvement. Consequently, a respon-
sive approach will be most suitable if the cost of selecting an inappropriate action is not
too high and/or if no systems exists that reliably deliver the most appropriate action. In
some cases, showing responsive behavior may actually be the most appropriate action.

5 Applications of responsiveness in social agents

There is a variety of existing work in artificial agents that we feel aligns with our defi-
nition of the responsive approach. Our aim here is not to give a complete overview, but
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instead to illustrate how solutions fitting within the framework of a responsive approach
exist and have been shown to be effective.

Most of the work on responsiveness in human-agent interaction focuses on agents
that deliberately provide legible feedback variables, rather than being responsive them-
selves. This includes prior work using the term ‘robot responsiveness’, which primarily
investigated different (dynamic) non-verbal feedback behaviors a robot could use when
listening to an interactee – showing various positive effects of giving the appropriate
feedback behaviors [2,3]. Jung et al. looked at the effects of robots using backchan-
neling on human-robot teamwork and found both improved team functioning and de-
creased perceived competence [5]. In the field of our running example, it has been found
that people adapt their proxemic preferences when interacting with an agent that pro-
vided (feedback) information on its effectiveness at different interaction distances [6].

To our knowledge, there is no work on social positioning, our running example,
with artificial agents using a responsive approach, even though various feedback vari-
ables may be available (e.g. [4,7]). In fact, a large part of the work on social positioning
in human-human interaction seems to be strongly in line with the responsive approach
(see e.g. the extensive review by Aiello [1]). We have previously conducted two small
studies in this direction, that we will briefly discuss here. Both had a limited sample size
and used a Wizard of Oz. In one of them, we set up a conversation such that hearing
problems were to be expected and then had the robot use one of two different im-
provement strategies once certain feedback variables were observed [11]. In the other,
we compared conditions in which a robot either did (1) an approach without personal
space invasion, (2) an approach with personal space invasion, or (3) a personal space
invasion after which it backed up and apologized [8]. The results of both studies suggest
that participants appreciate the responsive behavior, perhaps even over directly picking
the ‘improved’ action.

6 Discussion

We have given formal definitions of both the responsive and the setting-specific ap-
proach. Though in theory capable of finding the optimally appropriate behavior, the
setting-specific approach ideally requires the agent to estimate and reason with all rel-
evant setting variables – which may well be infeasible in realistic settings. We showed
that the responsive approach can be used to (partly) circumvent these challenges, as it
instead looks for behavior that is sufficiently appropriate or improves appropriateness.

Our theoretical discussion of the responsive approach is only a rough starting point
for implementations. Since both responsiveness and (online) reinforcement learning
need to adapt to feedback, insights from the latter could be used to guide such imple-
mentations – though with the responsive approach the adapting is explicitly part of the
social dynamic, rather than finite learning. Another challenge will be the social signal
processing necessary to detect feedback variables. More so because the expectations
one has from an (artificial) agent may influence which feedback variables are used.

If suitable implementations can be created, explicitly considering a responsive ap-
proach can offer various opportunities. One such opportunity is to complement a setting-
specific with a responsive approach. Another opportunity would be to use responsive-
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ness in a more pro-active way, for example by directly asking interactees which actions
they would prefer. Further opportunities can be found in the improvement strategy, e.g.;
(a) with intelligent reasoning about why the agent got particular feedback, it may be
able to respond to it more appropriately, or (b) giving responsive agents different per-
sonalities by parametrizing the different factors weighed by the agent when adapting to
feedback, such as its own needs and those of the interactee.

Overall, we have introduced an explicit definition of responsiveness, and argued for
the potential value of the approach. We hope and expect that this can help to explicitly
consider its application in (artificial) social agents, not necessarily as a replacement of
the setting-specific approach, but as a potentially valuable addition.
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